
Lecture 2

Software Architectures



Roadmap of the course

20-Jan-102

 What is software architecture?
 Designing Software Architecture 
 Requirements: quality attributes or qualities
 Today
 How to achieve requirements : tactics
 How do tactics lead to architectural styles

 Next time: case studies on architectural styles



Tactics

20-Jan-103

 Qualities achieved via design decisions
 What design decisions needed for achieving a specific quality?
 Tactic
 Design decision that influences the control of a quality attribute 

response

 Architectural strategy
 Collection of tactics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design decisionEnsures achieving of system functionalityHelps to control the QA responseTactics have been used by architects for yearsWe isolate and describe them (we do not invent tactics here but capture what architects do in practice)Picture drawn (5.1)



Architectural style

20-Jan-104

 A package of tactics
 Tactics can refine other tactics
 Redundancy is refined by data redundancy, code redundancy

 Example
 One availability tactic: introduce redundancy
 Implication: we also need synchronization of replicas
 To ensure the redundant copy can be used if the original fails

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refined tactics: more concrete than the less refined versionsA style that supports availability will likely use  A redundancy tactic A synchronization tacticIt will use more concrete versions of these tactics



Availability tactics

20-Jan-105

 Failure
 Deviation from intended functional behavior
 Observable by system users

 Failure vs fault
 Fault: event which may cause a failure

 Availability tactics
 Keep faults from becoming failures
 Make possible repairments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture drawn (5.2)



Availability tactics (2)

20-Jan-106
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fault detection: recognizing faults



Fault detection: Ping/Echo

20-Jan-107

 Comp. 1 issues a ”ping” to comp. 2
 Comp. 1 expects an ”echo” from comp. 2
 Answer within predefined time period
 Usable for a group of components 
 Mutually responsible for one task 

 Usable for client/server
 Tests the server and the communication path

 Hierarchy of fault detectors improves bandwidth usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lowest-level detector pings software processes with which it shares the processorHigher-level detectors ping lower-level detectorsLess comm bandwidth than remote fault detector pinging all processes



Fault detection: Heartbeat

20-Jan-108

 Comp. 1 emits a ”heartbeat” message periodically
 Comp. 2 listens for it
 If heartbeat fails
 Comp. 1 assumed failed
 Fault correcting comp. 3 is notified

 Heartbeat can also carry data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ping/echo and heartbeat tactics opperate among distinct processesATM exp



Fault detection: Exceptions

20-Jan-109

 Fault classes: omission, crash, timing, response

 When a fault class recognized, exception is raised
 A fault consequently is recognized

 Exception handler 
 Executes in same process that introduced the exception
 Typically does a semantic transformation of fault into a 

processable form



Fault recovery: Voting

20-Jan-1010

 Processes running on redundant processors take equivalent input and 
compute output

 Output sent to voter
 Voter detects deviant behavior from a single processor => it fails it
 Method used to correct
 Faulty operation of algorithm
 Failure of a processor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often used in control systemsWhen all processors use same algorithm => only processor faults detectedIf consequence of failure is critical, then redundant components should be diverseExtreme diversity: SW for each redundant component is developed by diff teams and executes on dissimilar platformsDiversity: expensive to develop and  maintain, hence used just in exceptional circumstances (exp: ctrl of aircraft surfaces)Diversity: no downtime when failure occurs since voter continues to operateSynchronization among redundant  components is automatic since they are all assumed to be computing on the same set of inputs in parallel



Fault recovery: active redundancy   

20-Jan-1011

 All redundant components respond to events in parallel => all 
in same state

 Response from only one comp used
 Downtime: switching time to another up-to-date component 

(ms)
 Used in client-server config (database syst)
 Quick responses are important

 Synchronization
 All messages to any redundant component sent to all redundant 

components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hot restart



Fault recovery: passive redundancy

20-Jan-1012

 Primary component
 responds to events
 informs standby components of state updates they must make

 Fault occurs:
 System checks if backup sufficiently fresh before resuming 

services
 Often used in control systems
 Periodical switchovers increase availability



Fault recovery: spare

20-Jan-1013

 Standby spare computing platform configured to replace 
many different failed components
 Must be rebooted to appropriate SW config
 Have its state initialized when failure occurs

 Checkpoint of system state and state changes to persistent 
device periodically

 Downtime: minutes



Fault reintroduction: shadow operation

20-Jan-1014

 Previously failed component may be run in ”shadow” mode 
 For a while
 To make sure it mimics the behavior of the working 

components
 Before restoring it to service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Component reintroduction: when redundant component fails, it may be reintroduced after it has been corrected



Fault reintroduction: state re-
synchronization

20-Jan-1015

 Passive and active redundancy
 Restored component upgrades its state before return to service

 Update depends on
 Downtime
 Size of update
 Number of messages required for the update
 One preferable; more lead to complicated SW



Fault reintroduction: checkpoint/ 
rollback

20-Jan-1016

 Checkpoint
 Record of a consistent state
 Created periodically or in response to specific events

 Useful when a system fails unusually, with detectably 
inconsistent state: system restored using 
 A previous checkpoint of a consistent state
 Log of transactions occurred since



Fault prevention

20-Jan-1017

 Removal from service
 Comp removed from operation to undergo some activities to 

prevent anticipated failures
 Exp: rebooting comp to prevent memory leaks
 Automatic (design architecture) or manual (design system)

 Transactions
 sequential steps bundled together, s.t. the whole bundle can be 

undone at once

 Process monitor
 If process fault detected, then monitoring process deletes non-

performing process and creates new instance of it
 initialized to some appropriate state as in the spare tactic



Modifiability tactics

20-Jan-1018

 Goal: controlling time and cost to implement, test, modify and 
deploy changes

 Sets of tactics
 Localize modifications
 Reduce nr of modules affected by a change

 Prevent ripple effects
 Limiting modifications to localized modules

 Defer binding time
 Controlling deployment time and cost



Modifiability tactics (2)
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20-Jan-1019



Localize modifications: maintain 
semantic coherence

20-Jan-1020

 Semantic coherence: relationships among responsibilities in a 
module

 Goal: ensure all these responsibilities work together w/o 
excessive reliance on other modules

 Goal achievement: design modules with responsibilities in 
semantic coherence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No necessarily precise relationbetween nr of modules affected by change and cost of implementing those changesStill: restricting modifications to small set of modules will reduce the costGoals in ”localize modifications set” – assign responsibilities to modules during design s.t. anticipated changes limited in scopeCoupling and cohesion metrics – don’t take context of change into accountSemantic coherence should be measured against a set of anticipated changes



Localize modifications: abstract 
common services

20-Jan-1021

 Subtactic of semantic coherence
 Provides common services through specialized modules
 Reuse and modifiability
 Modifications to common services done only once rather than 

in every module using them
 Modifications to modules using common services do not impact 

other users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also supports ripple effects



Localize modifications: anticipate 
expected changes

20-Jan-1022

 Considering the set of envisioned changes provides way to 
evaluate particular assignment of responsibilities

 Questions
 For a change: does proposed decomp. limit the set of modules 

needing modif?
 Fundamentally diff. changes: do they affect the same modules?

 Goal: minimizing effects of changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Difficult to use technique as not possilble to anticipate all changesUsually used together with sem coh



Localize modifications: generalize the 
module

20-Jan-1023

 Generalize a module by making it compute a broader 
range of functions due to its input type

 Input  defining language for the module
 Making constants input paramaters
 Implementing the module as an interpreter and making the 

input parameters be programs in that interpreter’s language

 The more general the module
 The most likely is that requested changes can be made by 

adjusting input language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than modifying the module itself



Prevent ripple effects

20-Jan-1024

 Localize modifications vs limit modifications to localized 
modules
 There are modules directly affected
 Whose responsibilities are adjusted to accomplish change

 There are modules indirectly affected by a change
 Whose responsibilities remain unchanged BUT implementation needs to 

be changed to accomodate the directly affected modules



Ripple effects

20-Jan-1025

 Ripple effect from a modification
 The necessity of making changes to modules not directly 

affected by it
 This happens because said modules are SOMEHOW dependent 

on the modules directly dealing with the modification



Dependency types

20-Jan-1026

 We assume
 Module A changed to accomplish particular modification
 Module B changed only because A changed

 There are several dependency types
 Syntax, semantics, sequence, identity of interface, location of A, 

quality of service, existence of A, resource behavior of A



Syntax dependency

20-Jan-1027

 Of data
 B consumes data produced by A
 Type and format of data in both A and B need to be consistent

 Of service
 B invokes services of A
 Signature of services produced by A need to be consistent with 

B’s asumptions



Semantics dependency

20-Jan-1028

 Of data
 B consumes data produced by A
 Semantics of data produced by A and consumed by B need to be 

consistent with B’s asumptions

 Of service
 B invokes services of A
 Semantics of services produced by A need to be consistent with 

B’s asumptions



Sequence dependency

20-Jan-1029

 Of data
 B consumes data produced by A
 B must receive the data produced by A in a fixed sequence

 Of control
 A must have executed previously within certain time constraints



Identity of interface of A

20-Jan-1030

 A may have multiple interfaces
 B uses one of them
 For B to compile and execute correctly, the identity (name or 

handle) of the interface must be consistent with B’s 
assumptions



Other dependencies

20-Jan-1031

 Runtime location of A
 Must be consistent with B’s assumptions

 Quality of service/data provided by A
 Properties involving the above quality must be consistent with 

B’s assumptions
 Existence of A
 For B to execute, A must exist

 Resource behavior of A
 Must be consistent with B’s assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resource usage: A uses same memory as BResource ownership: B reserves a resource that A believes it owns



Tactics for ripple effect prevention

20-Jan-1032

 Information hiding
 Maintain existing interfaces
 Restrict communication paths
 Use intermediary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
None of these tactics   necessarily prevent the ripple of semantic changes 



Information hiding

20-Jan-1033

 Decomposition of responsibilities into smaller pieces and
choosing which information to make private and which 
public

 Public information available through specified interfaces
 Goal: isolate changes within one module and prevent 

changes from propagating to others
 Oldest technique from preventing changes from propagating
 Strongly related to ”anticipate expected changes” (it uses those 

changes as basis for decomposition)



Maintain existing interfaces

20-Jan-1034

 B syntax-depends on A’s interface
 Maintaining the interface lets B stay unchanged

 Interface stability
 Separating interface from implementation

 How to implement the tactic
 Adding interfaces
 Adding adapter
 Providing a stub for A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This tactic does not work if dependency was semantic (changes to meaning of data and services hard to hide)it 



Restrict communication paths

20-Jan-1035

 Restrict number of modules with which the given module 
shares data
 Reduce nr of modules that consume data produced by given 

module
 Reduce nr of modules that produce data consumed by given 

module

⇒Reduced ripple effect
 Data production/consumption introduces dependencies



Use an intermediary

20-Jan-1036

 B dependent on A in other ways than semantically
 Possible to introduce an intermediary to manage the 

dependency
 Data (syntax)
 Service (syntax)
 Location of A
 Existence of A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Semantic changes cannot be compensated by the intermediary



Defer binding time

20-Jan-1037

 Decision can be bound into executing system at various times
 Binding at runtime
 System has been prepared for that binding
 All testing and distribution steps already completed
 Supports end user/administrator making settings or providing 

input that affects behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tactic categories discussed so far: designed to minimize number of modules that require changing to implement modificationsReducing number of modules to be changed does not satisfytime to deployAllowing non-developers to make changesDeferring binding time supports both scenarios at cost of requiring additional infrastructure to support late binding



Tactics with impact at load/runtime

20-Jan-1038

 Runtime registration
 Plug-and-play operation, extra overhead to manage registration

 Configuration files - set parameters at start-up
 Polymorphism - late binding of method calls
 Component replacement – loadtime binding
 Adherence to defined protocols
 Runtime binding of independent processes



Performance tactics

20-Jan-1039

 Goal: generate response to an event arriving at system within time 
constraint

 Event: single or stream
 Message arrival, time expiration, significant state change, etc

 Latency: time between the arrival of an event and the generation of 
a response to it

 Event arrives
 System processes it or processing is blocked

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture drawn (5.6)Resource consumptionresource: CPU, memory, data stores, network comm bandwidth, or entities defined by the particular system under design (buffers?)Event goes through processing sequenceBlocked time, becauseContention for resources: the more contention for a resource, the longer latency, but it depends on how individual resources are arbitratedAvailability of resources: unavailability caused by failure of comp, or comp being offline. Architect needs to identify places where resource unavailability could cause significant contribution to overall latencyDependency on other computation: a computation may have to wait because it must synchronize with the results of another computation OR is waiting for the results of a computation that it initiated



Performance tactics (2)
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20-Jan-1040



Resource demand tactic

20-Jan-1041

 Source of resource demand: event stream
 Demand characteristics

 Time between events in resource stream (how often a 
request is made in a stream)

 How much of a resource is consumed by each request

 Reducing latency tactic
1. Reduce required resources
2. Reduce nr of processed events



Reduce required resources

20-Jan-1042

 Increase computational efficiency
 Processing involves algorithms => improve algorithms
 Resources may be traded for one another

 Reduce computational overhead
 If no request for a resource => its processing needs are reduced
 Intermediaries removed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exp: intermediate data may be kept in repository or regenerated, depending on time and space resource availability.Modifiability/performance tradeoff



Reduce nr of processed events

20-Jan-1043

 Manage event rate
 Reduce sampling frequency at which environmental variables 

are monitored

 Control frequency of samplings
 If no control over arrival of externally generated events => 

queued requests can be sampled at a lower frequency (request 
loss)

 Bound execution times
 Limit over how much execution time used for an event

 Bound queue sizes
 Controls max nr of queued arrivals



Resource management

20-Jan-1044

 Introduce concurrency
 Process requests in parallel
 Different event streams processed on different threads (create additional 

threads)
 Load balancing

 Maintain multiple copies of data and computations
 Caching and synchronization

 Increase available resources
 Faster processors and networks, additional processors and 

memory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though demand of resources not controllable, res mgmt affects response time.Cost/performance tradeoff



Resource arbitration

20-Jan-1045

 Resource contention => resource must be scheduled
 Architect’s goal
 Understand characteristics of each resource’s use and choose 

compatible scheduling
 Understand possibly conflicting criteria for scheduling
 And effect of chosen tactic

 Scheduling policy
 Priority assignment
 Dispatching 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resources: Network, buffer, processor



Scheduling
 What: network, buffers, processors
 Competing criteria for scheduling

 Optimal resource usage
 Request importance
 Minimizing nr of used resources 
 Minimizing latency
 Maximizing throughput
 Preventing starvation to ensure fairness

 Dispatching can happen only when assigned resource 
available
 Pre-emptying might occur

20-Jan-1046



Scheduling policies

20-Jan-1047

 First in/first out (FIFO)
 OK if all requests are of equal importance and take same time

 Fixed priority scheduling, priorities based on
 Semantic importance (domain specific)
 Deadline monotonic (real-time deadlines; shortest deadline 1st)
 Rate monotonic (periodic streams, shorter period 1st)

 Dynamic priority scheduling
 Round robin
 Earliest deadline first

 Static scheduling



Security tactics

20-Jan-1048

 Goal: resisting attacks, detecting attacks, recovering from attacks
 House defense analogy
 Door lock
 Motion sensor
 Insurance 



Security tactics (2)
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20-Jan-1049



Resisting attacks

20-Jan-1050

 Authenticate users
 Passwords, one-time passwords, digital certificates, biometric id

 Authorize users
 Access control patterns

 Maintain data confidentiality
 Encryption to data and communication links

 Maintain integrity
 Checksums, hash results help

 Limit exposure: limited services on each host
 Limit access: firewalls, DMZ



Detecting attacks

20-Jan-1051

 Intrusion detection system
 Compares network traffic patterns to database
 Misuse => pattern compared to historical patterns of known 

attacks
 Anomaly => pattern compared to historical baseline of itself
 Filtering
 Protocol, TCP flags, payload size, addresses, port numbers

 Must have
 Sensor to detect attacks
 Manager for sensor fusion
 Databases for storing events for analysis
 Tools for offline reporting and analysis
 Control console to modify intrusion detection actions



Intrusion detectors

20-Jan-1052

 Sensor to detect attacks
 Managers for sensor fusion
 Databases for storing events for later analysis
 Tools for offline reporting and analysis
 Control console
 Analyst can modify intrusion detection actions



Recovering from attacks

20-Jan-1053

 Tactics for restoring state
 Recovering a consistent state from an inconsistent one: 

availability tactics
 Redundant copies of system adm data
 Passwords, access control lists, domain name services, user profile data: 

special attention

 Tactics for attacker identification
 For preventive or punitive purposes
 Maintain audit trail



Audit trail

20-Jan-1054

 Copy of each transaction applied to data in the system + 
identifying information

 Can be used to
 Trace the actions of an attacker
 Support non-repudiation
 Provides evidence that a particular request was made

 Support system recovery

 Often attack targets
 Should be maintained in trusted fashion



Testability tactics

20-Jan-1055

 Goal: allow for easier testing when some increment of software 
development is completed

 Enhancing testability not so mature but very valuable
 40% of system development

 Testing a running system (not designs)
 Test harness
 SW that provides input to the SW being tested and captures the 

output
 Goal: find faults

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do not consider here how to design/generate a test harness; might take important time and expense



Testability tactics (2)
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20-Jan-1056



I/O Tactics: record/playback

20-Jan-1057

 Refers to
 Capturing info crossing an interface
 Using it as input to the test harness

 Info crossing an interface at normal operation
 Output from one component, input to another
 Saved in repository
 Allows test input for one component
 Gives test output for later comparisons



I/O Tactics: interface vs
implementation

20-Jan-1058

 Separating interface from implementation
 Allows substitution of implementations for various testing 

purposes
 Stubbing implementations let system be tested without the component 

being stubbed
 Substituting a specialized component lets the component being replaced 

to act as test harness for the remainder of the system

 Tactic also achieves modifiability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
stub in software development: piece of code used to stand in for some other programming functionalityA stub may simulate the behavior of existing code (such as a procedure on a remote machine) OR be a temporary substitute for yet-to-be-developed code



I/O Tactics: specialize access 
routes/interfaces

20-Jan-1059

 Having specialized testing interfaces
 Captures/specifies variable values for components
 Via test harness
 Independently from normal execution

 Specialized access routes/interfaces
 Should be kept separate from required functionality

 Hierarchy of test interfaces
 Test cases can be applied at any architectural level
 Testing functionality in place to observe responses



Internal monitoring tactic

20-Jan-1060

 Built-in monitors
 Component can maintain state, performance load, capacity, 

security, etc accessible through interfaces
 Permanent interface or temporarily introduced for testing

 Record events when monitoring states activated
 Additional testing cost/effort
 Increased visibility



Usability tactics

20-Jan-1061

 Usability concerns
 How easy can a user accomplish desired task
 What is the system support for the user

 Tactics
 Runtime: support user during system execution
 Design time: support interface developer
 Iterative nature of interface design
 Related to modifiability tactics

 Refinement of semantic coherence tactic to localize expected changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture drawn (5.12)



Runtime tactics

20-Jan-1062

 User feedback as to what is the system doing
 Providing user with ability to issue usability commands
 Cancel
 Undo
 Aggregate
 Show multiple views
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SA terminology

Term 

Defines element 
types and how 
they interact

Defines the 
mapping of 
functionality to 
architecture 
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Defines instances 
of architecture 
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An architectural 
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yes sometimes no

A reference 
architecture

yes yes no

A product-line 
architecture

yes yes sometimes

A software 
architecture

yes yes yes



Architecture in Systems

20-Jan-1065

 Architecture: 
“the underlying structure of things”
Not just “what”, but “why”

 Good architecture (like much good design):
 Result of a consistent set of principles and techniques, applied 

consistently through all phases of a project
 Resilient in the face of (inevitable) changes
 Source of guidance throughout the product lifetime
 Consists of a few key features and rules for combining them
 So that architectural INTEGITY is preserved



Elements of Architectural 
Descriptions

20-Jan-1066

 The architectural definition of a system selects
 Components: define the locus of computation
 Examples: filters, databases, objects, ADTs

 Connectors: mediate interactions of components
 Examples: procedure calls, pipes, event broadcast

 Properties: specify info for construction & analysis
 Examples: signatures, pre/post conditions, RT specifications



Elements of Architectural 
Descriptions cont’d

20-Jan-1067

 An architectural style defines a family of architectures 
constrained by
 Component/connector vocabulary
 Topology rules
 Semantic constraints



Common Architectural Idioms

20-Jan-1068

 Data flow systems
Batch sequential Pipes and filters

 Call-and-return systems
Main program & subroutines
Hierarchical layers OO systems

 Virtual machines
Interpreters Rule-based systems

 Independent components
Communicating processes Event systems

 Data-centered systems (repositories)
Databases Blackboards



Batch Sequential Systems

20-Jan-1069

 Processing steps are independent programs
 Each step runs to completion before next step starts
 Data transmitted as a whole between steps
 Typical applications
 Classical data processing
 Program developments



Pipes and Filters

20-Jan-1070

 Filter
 Incrementally transform some amount of the data at inputs to 

data at outputs
 Stream-to-stream transformations

 Use little local context in processing stream
 Preserve no state between instantiations



Pipes and Filters cont’d

20-Jan-1071

 Pipe
 Move data from a filter output to a filter input
 Pipes form data transmission graphs

 Overall computation
 Run pipes and filters (non-deterministically) until no more 

computations are possible



Main Program and Subroutines

20-Jan-1072

 Hierarchical decomposition
 Based on definition-use relationship

 Single thread of control
 Supported directly by programming languages

 Subsystem structure implicit
 Subroutines typically aggregated to modules

 Hierarchical reasoning
 Correctness of a subroutine depends on the correctness of the 

subroutines it calls



Object architectures

20-Jan-1073

 Encapsulation
 Restrict access to certain information

 Inheritance
 Share one definition of shared functionality

 Dynamic binding
 Determine actual operation to call at runtime

 Management of many objects
 Provide structure on large set of definitions

 Reuse and maintenance
 Exploit encapsulation and locality



Layered Patterns

20-Jan-1074

 Each layer provides certain facilities
 Hides part of lower layer
 Provides well-defined interfaces

 Serves various functions
 Kernels: provide core capability, often set of procedures
 Shells, virtual machines: support for portability

 Various scoping regimes
 Opaque versus translucent layers



Interpreters

20-Jan-1075

 Execution engine simulated in software
 Data
 Representation of program being interpreted
 Data (program state) of program being interpreted
 Internal state of interpreter

 Control resides in “execution cycle” of interpreter
 But simulated control flow in interpreted program resides in 

internal interpreter state

 Syntax-driven design



Communicating Processes

20-Jan-1076

 Components: independent processes
 Typically implemented as separate tasks

 Connectors: message passing
 Point-to-point
 Asynchronous and synchronous
 RPC and other protocols can be layered on top



Event Systems
 Components: objects or processes
 Interface defines a set of incoming procedure calls
 Interface also defines a set of outgoing events

 Connectors: event-procedure bindings
 Procedures are registered with events
 Components communicate by announcing events at 

“appropriate” times
 When an event is announced the associated procedures are 

(implicitly invoked)
 Order of invocation is non-deterministic
 In some treatments connectors are event-event bindings

20-Jan-1077



Classical Databases

20-Jan-1078

 Central data repository
 Schemas designed specifically for application

 Independent operators
 Operations on database implemented independently, one per 

transaction type
 Interact with database by queries and updates

 Control
 Transaction stream drives operation
 Operations selected on basis of transaction type



The Blackboard Model

20-Jan-1079

 Knowledge sources
 World and domain knowledge partitioned into separate, 

independent computations
 Respond to changes in blackboard

 Blackboard data structure
 Entire state of problem solution
 Hierarchical, nonhomogeneous
 Only means by which knowledge sources interact to yield 

solutions

 Control
 In model, knowledge sources self-activating
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